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Abstract:
This document describes WS-Discovery protocol operation modes, actors and their behavior and message exchange patterns in these operational modes. The primary goal of this document is to increase understanding of WS-Discovery protocol specification and provide clarity of behaviors of actors in an ad-hoc and a managed mode of protocol operation.
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1 Introduction

WS-Discovery [WS-Discovery] is a simple, dynamic, extensible web services protocol to locate services. The primary goal of the protocol is to enable discovery of a Target Service by a Client. This document describes WS-Discovery operation modes, actors and behavior of the actors in these operational modes. The document also describes example scenarios involving Discovery Proxy.

1.1 Actors

The WS-Discovery protocol defines three main actors.

- **Target Service**: An endpoint that makes itself available for discovery. The Client is looking for the information on Target Service.
- **Client**: An endpoint that searches for Target Services(s).
- **Discovery Proxy**: This is a network service that facilitates the discovery of Target Service in a managed mode (see Section 1.2 Operation Modes). It helps to reduce multicast traffic on an ad-hoc network, enables discovery beyond the reach of ad-hoc networks and enables managed discovery with custom security policies.

1.2 Operation Modes

There are two main operational modes of discovery, ad-hoc and managed.

To understand these discovery modes let’s consider a scenario where Ms. Jane Doe at the airport facilities need to locate and talk to an employee named Mr. John Doe. Using the public broadcasting system Ms. Jane Doe announces following; “Mr. Jon Doe please pick the white paging telephone.” Upon hearing this broadcast message, Mr. Jon Doe picks up the nearest white paging telephone and talks to Ms. Jane Doe. This mode of discovery is called an ad-hoc mode.

Alternatively, Mr. Jon Doe can enter his whereabouts in a central computer system every time he goes to a different area of the airport. Ms. Jane Doe can now look up the whereabouts of Mr. Jon Doe in the central computer system. In this scenario the central computer system assisted in discovery of Mr. Jon Doe, this mode is called a managed mode.

1.2.1 Ad-hoc Discovery Mode

This is a mode of discovery in which the Target Services are responsible for advertising their presence on the network and responding to discovery queries from Clients. In this mode the protocol messages are sent multicast on the network.

A network in which the discovery of Target Services is carried out in an ad-hoc manner is called an ad-hoc network.

1.2.2 Managed Discovery Mode

This is a mode of discovery in which the discovery of Target Services is assisted by a network service called Discovery Proxy. In this mode the protocol messages are sent unicast to Discovery Proxy.

A network in which the discovery is carried out in a managed manner is called a managed network.
2 Target Service

This section describes the behavior of a Target Service in an ad-hoc and a managed mode. A Target Service can operate in an ad-hoc mode, a managed mode or both modes, depending upon its configuration.

2.1 Ad-hoc Mode

In an ad-hoc mode, a Target Service,

- Announces its availability by sending a multicast Hello message.
- Listens for and responds to multicast discovery queries Probe and Resolve.
- Announces its departure by sending a multicast Bye message.

Figure 1 shows message exchanges of a Target Service operating in an ad-hoc mode.

2.2 Managed Mode

In a managed mode, a Target Service,

- Announces its availability by sending a unicast Hello to a Discovery Proxy.
- Announces its intent of departure by sending a unicast Bye to a Discovery Proxy.

Figure 2 shows messages exchanges of a Target Service operating in a managed mode.
A Target Service needs an address of a Discovery Proxy to operate in a managed mode. A Target Service can acquire this information from a number of ways such as explicit Probe for a Discovery Proxy on an ad-hoc network, explicit configuration, DNS or DHCP.

Note that even though a managed mode interaction is defined in the current specification, many of the services and devices shipped today support only ad-hoc mode and this is fine. As mentioned above a Target Service may operate either in an ad-hoc mode or a managed mode or both based on its configuration. Figure 3 shows an example Target Service configured to operate in an IP multicast ad-hoc network and two managed networks DP1 and DP2. This Target Service multicasts announcement messages (Hello and Bye) on an IP multicast ad-hoc network and unicasts them to both DP1 and DP2. It also listens for multicast Probe and Resolve messages sent by Clients on the IP multicast ad-hoc network and responds appropriately with Probe Match and Resolve Match messages.

Figure 3: A Target Service operating in more than one mode

It is possible that a Target Service may not support managed mode directly due to implementation limitations. If such Target Services want to participate in the managed mode discovery, they may consider using an agent that works on behalf of one or more Target Services and converts the ad-hoc mode announcement messages to a managed mode. The agent may be provided by the Target Service or by a Discovery Proxy implementation.
3 Client

This section describes the behavior of a Client in an ad-hoc and a managed mode. A Client can be configured to operate in an ad-hoc mode, a managed mode or switch dynamically from one to the other as described below.

3.1 Ad-hoc Mode

In an ad-hoc mode a Client,

- Discovers Target Services by sending multicast Probe and Resolve messages.
- Listens for multicast Hello and Bye messages.

Figure 4 below shows messages exchanges of a Client operating in an ad-hoc mode. As indicated in the figure a Client may receive Hello message in response to a multicast Probe / Resolve. This is described in the Section 3.3 Dynamic Mode Switching.

3.2 Managed Mode

In a managed mode a Client,

- Discovers Target Services by sending unicast Probe and Resolve messages to a Discovery Proxy.

Figure 5 below shows message exchanges of a Client operating in a managed mode.
To operate in a managed mode, a Client needs an address of the Discovery Proxy. A Client can acquire this information from a number of ways such as explicit Probe for a Discovery Proxy on an ad-hoc network, explicit configuration, DNS or DHCP. One such method that reduces the multicast traffic on an ad-hoc network and allows Client to dynamically switch from an ad-hoc mode to a managed mode is called “multicast suppression” as described below.

### 3.3 Dynamic Mode Switching

A Client may be configured to dynamically switch from an ad-hoc to managed mode and vice versa, based on the presence of a Discovery Proxy on the network. In this configuration a Client starts in an ad-hoc mode and multicast Probe/Resolve requests. If there is a Discovery Proxy on the network that can effectively represent the Target Services on that network it will send a multicast suppression Hello message in response to a Probe/Resolve message. Upon receiving this message Client can assume that a Discovery Proxy has a sufficient knowledge of the Target Services on that ad-hoc network and should use the Discovery Proxy instead of multicasting the network. The Client then can use this Discovery Proxy for future requests instead of multicasting the requests to the ad-hoc network.

Note that upon receiving a Hello message Client may continue to operate in an ad-hoc mode because of variety of reasons including but not limited to; a) explicit configuration to operate in ad-hoc mode or b) security policies.

Once in managed mode, a Client may dynamically switch back to ad-hoc mode for reasons including but not limited to; a. unsatisfactory response from DP, b. DP being unresponsive.

The figure below shows the state transition for a client that is configured to dynamically switch from an ad-hoc to a managed mode and vice versa.
Figure 6: State transitions of a Client configured to switch operational modes dynamically.
4 Discovery Proxy

This section describes the behavior of a Discovery Proxy in an ad-hoc and a managed mode. A Discovery Proxy can be configured to operate in a managed mode or ad-hoc mode or both. Additionally it can be configured to act as a multicast suppression agent in an ad-hoc mode as described below.

In this section let's first describe the managed mode aspect of a Discovery Proxy.

4.1 Managed Mode

A Discovery Proxy in a managed mode can be thought of a “service” that facilitates/brokers the discovery of other Target Services. This “service”,

- Listens for unicast Hello and Bye messages from a Target Service and stores and updates this information in its internal cache/store.
- Listens for and responds to unicast Probe and Resolve message from Clients on behalf of the Target Services it represents, i.e; the Target Services that are present in its cache/store.

Figure 7 shows the message exchanges of a Discovery Proxy operating in a managed mode.

Figure 7: Message exchanges of a Discovery Proxy in a managed mode.

4.2 Ad-hoc Mode

The “service” called Discovery Proxy described in previous section facilitates/brokers the discovery of other Target Services. This service needs to be known to the Target Services and Clients, so that they can make use of it. Thus it advertises itself on an ad-hoc network as a Discovery Proxy providing the information about its endpoint operating in the managed mode. It also listens for Probe/Resolve requests on an ad-hoc network and responds to them if they are for Discovery Proxy, again providing the information about its managed endpoint.

In addition to this a Discovery Proxy may be configured to reduce multicast traffic on the network by effectively collecting the information and representing all of the Target Services on that network. It does that by using one or more ad-hoc discovery mechanisms such as listening for multicast Hello and Bye from the Target Services and/or sending regular multicast Probe. It then offers the Clients to query this information via managed mode. It also notifies the Client to switch to the managed mode via “multicast...
suppression” mechanism; i.e. sending a Hello message with the information about the managed mode endpoint in response to multicast Probe/Resolve requests from the client.

Based on the description above a Discovery Proxy in an ad-hoc mode,

- Acts as a Target Service and advertises itself as a Discovery Proxy.
  - Sends multicast Hello and Bye message containing information about its managed mode endpoint.
  - Listens for and responds to multicast Probe/Resolve and responds to the matching ones with the information about its managed mode endpoint.

- Acts as a multicast suppression agent.
  - Collects the information about Target Services operating on an ad-hoc network by listening for multicast Hello and Bye messages from Target Services and probing for Target Services.
  - Represents the Target Services operating on an ad-hoc network
  - Hosts a managed endpoint that allows querying for these services in a managed mode.
  - Respond to multicast Probe and Resolve messages from Client that are looking for these Target Services by responding with multicast suppression Hello message and redirecting them to the managed endpoint that can respond to these querying in a managed mode.

Figure 8 shows the message exchanges of a Discovery Proxy operating in an ad-hoc mode.

Figure 8: Message exchanges of a Discovery Proxy in an ad-hoc mode.
5 Discovery Proxy Scenarios

This section describes typical scenarios that can be supported by an implementation of Discovery Proxy. Note that different implementations may have different features and may support different scenarios.

5.1 Multicast Suppression

This scenario illustrates the use of Discovery Proxy as multicast suppression agent on an ad-hoc network. Figure 9 shows the scenarios and the sequence of events.

![Diagram](image-url)

Figure 9: Discovery Proxy in a multicast suppression scenario.
Following is the description of the scenario and interaction between the actors involved in the scenario.

1. Target Service 1 – Printer (TS-1) comes online and sends a multicast Hello on the network.

2. Client – Laptop1 joins the network and is looking for Printer services on the network. It sends a multicast Probe.

3. Target Service 1 – Printer receives the multicast Probe and responds to Client – Laptop1. The Client – Laptop1 gets the information about TS-1.

4. To reduce the multicast traffic related to discovery queries from the Clients, a Discovery Proxy (DP) is deployed to the network.

5. The Discovery Proxy sends a Probe to get information about all Target Services available on the network.

6. The Target Service 1 – Printer responds normally as it would to any other Client. Discovery Proxy stores this information to its cache.

7. The Discovery Proxy sends a multicast Hello announcing its managed endpoint.

8. The Client – Laptop1 receives a multicast Hello from Discovery Proxy and stores it to use it for the next query.

9. A Target Service 2 – Projector (TS-2) comes online and sends a multicast Hello on the network.

10. The Discovery Proxy receives the multicast Hello from the Target Service 2 – Projector and updates its cache.

11. A Client – Laptop2 joins the network and is looking for Printers; being unaware of the Discovery Proxy it sends a multicast Probe message.

12. The Discovery Proxy receives the multicast Probe and sends a multicast suppression Hello message containing the information about its managed endpoint. The Client – Laptop2, upon receiving multicast suppression Hello message from a Discovery Proxy switches to a managed mode.

13. The Target Service 1 – Printer and Target Service 2 – Scanner receives the multicast Probe and Target Service 1 – Printer responds normally with unicast Probe Match.

14. The Client – Laptop2 needs to now look for Projector services, being switched to a managed mode; it sends a unicast Probe to the Discovery Proxy.

15. Discovery Proxy responds to the Client – Laptop2 and provides information about Target Service 2 – Projector.

5.2 Enterprise Service Registry

This scenario shows the use of Discovery Proxy as an enterprise service registry that provides discovery of services in a completely managed environment. In this scenario Target Services and Clients know a Discovery Proxy to communicate with. They could have obtained this information in variety of ways such as explicit configuration, DHCP, DNS, and explicit Probe for DP etc. Figure 10 below shows the scenario and the sequence of events.
Following is the description of the scenario and interaction between the actors involved in the scenario.

1. A Target Service 1 - Printing comes online and sends a unicast Hello to the Discovery Proxy. The Discovery Proxy stores information about TS-1 in its cache / registry.

2. A Target Service 2 - Imaging comes online and sends a unicast Hello to the Discovery Proxy. The Discovery Proxy stores information about TS-2 in its cache / registry.

3. A Client – Laptop1 looking for Imaging services sends a unicast Probe to the Discovery Proxy.

4. The Discovery Proxy responds with Probe Match containing information about TS-2.
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